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Abstract—Along line of research has shown the vital significance of recognizing and observing company‟s contestants. In the 

framework of this activity various questions are emerge like: In what way we justify and measure the competitiveness between 

two items? Who are the most important competitors of a specified item? What are the various features of an item that act on 

competitiveness? Inspired by this issue, the advertising and administration group have concentrated on observational strategies 

for competitor distinguishing proof and in addition on techniques for examining known contenders. Surviving examination on 

the previous has concentrated on mining near articulations (e.g.one product is superior then other product) from the web or 

other documentary sources. Despite the fact that such articulations can without a doubt be indications of strength, they are 

truant in numerous spaces. By surveying the various papers, we found the conclusion of basic significance of the 

competitiveness between two items on the basis of market sectors. In this paper, we state novel description of the 

competitiveness between two items, based on the market sector. This system estimation of competitiveness uses customer 

reviews of different domains, a plentiful source of information. This system shows an efficient approach for evaluating 

competitiveness in large review datasets and finding the top-k competitors. Our experiments are based on a corpus of Yelp.in, 

TripAdvisor.com, and Amazon customer reviews which states that the proposed methodology can extract comparative relations 

more precisely. In this paper, we state an efficient framework for the classification of reviews of mainstream domain using k-

means clustering and Naïve Bayes algorithm. This system evaluates the competitiveness of two items from frequent item set to 

find top-k competitor using Apriori algorithm. 

 

Keywords—Data mining, Web mining, Information Search and Retrieval, K_means clustering, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Rule 

mining.

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Competitive intelligence initially classifies the potential risk 

and chances by gathering the data on context to handle the 

manager in making tactical decisions for an organization. 

Many organization recognizes the significance of 

competitive intelligence in risk management and decision 

support system. They also spend a great quantity of money in 

competitive intelligence. The fundamental significance of 

customer choices, e.g., in correlation with new product 

expansion procedures. These procedures are broadly 

affirmed in marketing research. Usually customer choices are 

evaluated through conjoint analysis using online or paper-

pencil survey. Though, this type of choices can highly price 

with reference to time and money [1][2][6] 

Distinguishing potential risks is essential for firms to 

evaluate the data on their contestants' products and tactics. A 

company can examine the comparative weakness and 

strengths of its own product depends on the contestants‟ 

products and tactics. Then the company plan new products 

and promote to balance of its competitors. Conventionally, 

the information on the contestants is derived from press 

releases, like analyst reports and trade journals and 

competitors' websites and news sites. Tactlessly, this 

information is typically created through company that 

fabricates the product. As a result, the capacity of accessible 

information is partial and its objectivity is doubtful. The 

unavailability of adequate data on competitors highly 

confines the competence of competitive intelligence 

[1][2][7][8]. 

By examining the environment of the company or group of 

companies denotes the quality of business. To validated 

information about the competitor relations, people utilizes 

various options, like enquiring business associates, analysing 

news articles, searching the web, take a part in business 

conventions, etc. While the company summarizing sources 
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have truncated the search efforts. The company also built 

some business relationship information available, because of 

their restricted resources and variances in criteria. A 

company can endure a scalability issue and deliver partial 

data [3]. Existing research based on mining comparative 

articulations (e.g. “product A is superior than product B”) 

from the web or other documentary sources [3], [4], [5]. 

However, this articulation can certainly be sign of 

competitiveness and they are missing in numerous domains. 

For instance, while competing brand names at the company 

level (e.g. Google vs Yahoo or Sony vs Panasonic). While 

comparing these patterns, it can be found by just questioning 

on the web. But, it is easy to classify mainstream domains 

where such facts are tremendously uncommon, such as 

jewellery, hotels, furniture and restaurant. Inspired through 

these limitations, we present a new description of the 

competitiveness between two items on the basis of market 

sectors. The organization of the paper is designed as follows:  

 Paper organised as follows 

 Section I contains the introduction of competitive 

Intelligence. 

 Section II contains the related work.     

 Section III contains the problem statement. 

 Section IV contains the proposed work of the 

system. 

 Section V contains experimental results. 

 Section VI contains conclusion and future work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

This explores the numerous methodologies applied to mine 

competitors with orientation of consumer lifetime value, 

relationship, review and activities using data mining 

methods. According to the web evolution, resulting extensive 

usage of various applications like e-commerce and other 

service-oriented applications. This wide-ranging usage of 

web application has delivered on massive amount of data at 

one’s disposal. The data is the idea that exists in its raw form 

resulting in information for advanced processing. The 

organization handled the essential challenges of extracting 

very valuable information from this massive amount of 

information. This hypothesis has directed for the conception 

of data mining. Mining competitiveness from a specified 

thing or item is the most influenced aspect of the thing or 

item which fulfils consumers requirements and this can be 

extracted from the data that can be stored in database. This 

portion gives two types of literatures such as competitor 

mining and unstructured data management.  

In unstructured data, the data is accumulated from the web 

are sometimes semi-structured and unstructured. The semi-

structured data are in the structured of XML, JSON etc. The 

unstructured data are in different structure and it is not fall 

under any predefined category. When handling various 

customers in the market of business sector will have 

difficulty for supporting the rising cost created interactions 

among people. Though, all customer data inserted in the 

database the subsequent records will deliver a comprehensive 

profile of these customers and their relation with one another. 

This conception led to a valuable source for business that is 

used to analysed customer data, customer requirements, and 

customer gratification levels. 

The hypothesis of the data mining helps to use transaction 

data to gain better knowing of customer and successfully 

uncover concealed knowledge in business sector into the 

procedure of competitor mining. In paper [9], [10], author 

discussed that data mining is a tactic to support companies in 

emerging is a most helpful policy to reunite the competitors 

in market sector. In the conception of data warehousing, it is 

most helpful in business for convening business dispersed 

heterogeneous information and delivering unified suitable 

information access method. The data mining methods are 

used to convert uncover facts into manifest facts. Web data 

techniques are enormously flexible in competitor mining. 

Consequently, best competitive policy for effective 

exploitation of web data for well-timed decision support. The 

customer information is collected through a numerous 

method for competitor mining which is frequently 

unstructured. Though, most data mining techniques are 

handle structures data. Consequently, in data mining method 

is not taken into account and abundant valuable service 

information is lost. Structured systems are consisting of data 

and computing activity which is pre-arranged and defined. 

Unstructured systems consisting of generally full of textual 

data or information. It not contains any pre-determined 

structured form of data. The extraction of web information is 

done at the record level or data unit level. The data records 

are as a single data unit while concluding the additional 

stages to extract complete data units within data records. 

Record level extraction basically classify data regions 

containing all records and formerly partitioning the data 

regions into single records. An extraction of structured data 

from web pages has been broadly studied. Previous work 

based on constructed packages were originates problematic 

to manage and be utilized to different websites. 

The semi-automatic technique called as wrapper induction 

[13] was proposed to face this issue. This technique demands 

some labelled pages in target domain as input to execute the 

induction. Therefore, they still have drawback for large scale 

application. To overcome above limitations fully automatic 

technique have been developed.  
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In paper [14], author focused on the problem of unsupervised 

web data extraction. It uses a fully automatic data extraction 

tool called viper. This tool is used to extract and partition 

data showing frequent structures out of single Web pages 

with greater accurateness by classifying tandem repeats by 

means of visual context data. Though, this method lacks 

performance in rare datasets.  

In the conception of competitor mining, previous work is 

based on the utilized text information to collect comparative 

facts between two things or items. However, the comparative 

facts are based on assumptions which may not always exist. 

Competitor classification is mentioned as identification 

process through which competitor of main firm are 

categorized based on relevant similarities [11]. 

In paper [15], author proposed an automatic method that 

uncover competing companies from public information 

sources. In this methodology data is creeped from text and 

use transformation-oriented learning to gain suitable data 

normalization which merges structured and unstructured data 

systems. It also uses probabilistic data modelling to denote 

models of linked information and accomplished in 

autonomously uncover competitors. To classify the 

competitor Bayesian network methodology is used. Author 

also discussed on the iterative graph reconstruction process 

for implication in relational data. It shown to lead towards 

the perfection in performance. The author used machine 

learning algorithms and probabilistic approaches to identify 

competitor. Author also confirm the system consequences 

and arrange it on web as powerful analytical tool for 

individual and official investor. But, the methodology has 

many problems like finding alliances and market demands 

using the machine learning approach. 

In paper [16], [17], author discussed on competitiveness 

between two things using various domains and manage 

several flaws of earlier work. Author also describes the 

arrangements of things in various different dimension 

attributes space. But, this methodology deal with several 

problems like identify the top_k competitor of given thing 

and manage structured data. 

In paper [12], [18], author designed a new online metrics for 

participant relationship predicting. This concept is based on 

the content, firm and also website to measure online 

isomorphism. The isomorphism is a concept of competing 

firms. This firms represents the each other under mutual 

market services. To classify competitiveness concluded 

different analysis to find predictive models for classify 

competitors based on online metrics which are highly expert 

to those for the usage of offline data. This methodology is 

used to combined online and offline metrics to improve the 

predictive performance. This method also performs ranking 

process with reflections of possibility. Many works in the 

same process in the literature have discussed the requirement 

of the correctness of classification and delivered hypothetic 

framework for that. Specified the predicted isomorphism 

between competing firms, the procedure of competitiveness 

classification through pairwise analysis of comparisons 

between important and targeted firm is well originated. The 

part of analysis is a group of firms since competitor 

relationship is seen as a distinct communication between the 

groups. 

In paper [19], author have recommended frameworks for 

manual classification of frame work. These manual 

frameworks are very costly over large for classification of 

competitor number over large number of important and 

targeted firms.  

In paper [20], author proposed a technique of mining 

competitiveness data with respect to an entity. The entity 

such as product or item or thing or company or person, from 

the web. Author also present an algorithm called as CoMiner 

mainly used to develop and support for specified domain. 

But, the effort for further domain is still challenging.  

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A lot of experts were showed the experiments on competitor 

survey and item feature extracting information. The issue of 

inevitably extracting the information is corelated to the user 

given possibly have two forms such as structured and 

unstructured. Managing unstructured information in the web 

source everlastingly create many challenges. The extracted 

information should be renewed into structure form are 

identified. In the previous work, performance is based on 

more computation time. Because of this issue, we depict the 

competitiveness between two items is presented on the basis 

of market sectors in minimum computation time by using the 

algorithm K_means, Naïve Bayes and Apriori yields to the 

least computation. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The tactical importance of distinguishing and observing 

business competitors is an inevitable research, which inspired 

by numerous business challenges. Monitoring and finding 

firm‟s competitors have studied in the previous work. Data 

mining is the best way of managing such enormous 

information‟s for mining competitors. Item reviews form 

online offer rich information about clients' opinions and 

interest to get over-all idea about competitors. Though, it is 

usually problematic to know all reviews in dissimilar 

websites for competitive products and acquire perceptive 

suggestions manually.  

        In this paper, we describe the suitable meaning of 

the competitiveness between two items, on the basis of 

market sectors. Our estimation of competitiveness uses 
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customer reviews, a plentiful source of knowledge that is 

available in a large range of domains. we introduce the 

efficient methods for finding competitiveness in large review 

datasets and finding the top-k competitors of an item. To find 

competitiveness in the item K_means algorithm and Naïve 

Bayes classifier method is used. In this paper, the main role 

is of datasets, as we are taken large unstructured dataset. Our 

experiments are based on the online reviews on the corpus of 

Amazon.com, Yelp.in, and Tripadvisor.com website. In this 

paper we describe the five different mainstream domains 

like: {restaurant, e-commerce, shopping, financial services, 

health and medical}. All the review information is 

categorized with respect to mainstream domain using 

k_means clustering algorithm. After clustering, the review 

dataset is preprocess where elimination of stop words and 

elimination of special symbol operation are takes place. After 

preprocessing, feature extraction operation takes place. 

While evaluating feature extraction results, chi-square 

algorithm is used to find the number of co-occurrences of 

attribute in each review. This chi-square results are further 

process to naive bayes classifier. Naïve Bayes shows results 

into classification. To finding top-k competitor Apriori 

algorithm takes place. We are finding top-k competitor on 

the basis of support factor of 2% and confidence.  

A. Classification on multiple domains using naïve bayes 

algorithm. 

 

4.1 Read Dataset: In the first step, user read the dataset of 

all domains. The dataset contains reviews of all five domains 

and these reviews are unstructured reviews.  

4.2 K-means Clustering: In this methodology, the 

unstructured reviews are classified into a particular category. 

The K_means clustering is an unsupervised learning 

algorithm. This algorithm is used when working is based on 

unlabelled data. Here, unlabelled describes the information 

not labelled with categories or groups. The key point is to 

find categories in the information. Here, groups or categoery 

is represented by the variable (k). The working of this 

algorithm is repetitively allocated each datum point into the 

one K categories on the basis of attributes or features. This 

data points are group based on attribute match. In this paper, 

we are implemented the logic of the k_means clustering 

algorithm.   

4.3 Data Preprocessing: In this step, the cluster information 

is going to get pre-process. The main goal of stop-words that 

it should be eliminated from a text which create the text 

appearance as heavier and low importance for examining. 

Removing stop-words decreases the dimensionality of term. 

Several common words in text files or text documents like 

pro-nouns, prepositions, articles, special symbol etc. that 

does not give the sense of the document. These are the words 

which consider as a stopwords. For instance, a, an, the, with, 

etc. This procedure is used eliminating the stop words of 

clustered information and removing the special symbols. 

Using preprocessing operation clustered data is pre-process. 

 
4.4 Chi-Square: The pre-process information is filtered 

reviews. From these reviews, we selected the unique 

attributes of all domains and create train and test file. Chi-

square method identify the attribute count of each review. It 

provides the rank to the attributes that shows that how many 

times the attribute occur in the review. The train and test file 

are used for testing the outcome of source. 

 
4.5 Naïve Bayes: Naïve Bayesian algorithm signifies the 

supervised learning procedure as well as numerical method 

used for the classification. This algorithm is easy and simple 

probabilistic classifier on the basis of Bayesian theorem with 

accurate independence assumption. This method used to 

calculate classification result on the basis of categories i.e. 

domains and attribute. The chi-square results are further 

process to the naïve bayes algorithm. In this paper, this 

algorithm identifies the results on the basis of multiple 

domains. The formula of naïve bayes is follow as: 

 

 
Where,  

P(A) is the prior probability of categoery. 

A= Name of categoery i.e. the predicted answer. 

P(B) is the prior probability of attribute. 

B= (B1, B2, B3……Bn) 

P(A/B) is the posterior probability of categoery and 

specified attribute. 

P(B/A) is the likelihood which is the probability of 

predictor specified category. 

 

  B. For finding Top-k competitor on single domain: 

 

4.6 Rule mining: Association rule mining is used for finding 

the top-k competitor. Association rule mining is very popular 

and suitable algorithm for identifying relations between 

variables in large databases. For example, the rule like: 

{sandwich, coffee} => {burger} finds the data of 

supermarket. This indicates that if any client or customer 

buys sandwich or coffee together then that customer is also 

likely to buy burger. For identifying this number of 
combinations association rule mining is used. For finding 

top-k competitor, the reviews are taken from restaurant 

domain. The reviews are unstructured reviews that are taken 

from yelp.in and TripAdvisor.com websites. For identifying 

the interesting occurrences rule from all possible rules 

support and confidence factor is used. In this paper, this 

algorithm identifies the results on the basis of single domain. 

The formula of support and confidence is follow as: 
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1) Support(X) = number of combinations which holds the 

itemset X (attributes) /total number of combinations. 

 

2) Confidence (X->Y) = Support (X, Y)/ Support (X). 

It signifies the likelihood of item Y being purchased when 

item X is purchased. 

To find best competitor by using Apriori Algorithm: 

   

       

 

Fig 1: Architecture of proposed system 

 

V. METHODOLOGY 

 

i. Algorithm 1: Chi-squared Algorithm 

1) Calculate the chi-squared statistic  . 

2) Determine the number of degrees of freedom (df)of the 

statistic. This depends on the particular expected distribution 

but is usually n-1 (where, n is the number of categories). 

3) Select a confidence level, usually either 2% or 95% or 

99%. 

4) Determine the critical value of the  -distribution with 

(df)degrees of freedom and the confidence level chosen 

above. Essentially, this is defined as the value x at which the 

portion of the chi-squared distribution below x is at least the 

desired confidence level. 

5) Compare the chi-squared statistic to the critical value. If it 

is below the critical value, the null hypothesis is not rejected. 

If it is above the critical value, the null hypothesis is rejected, 

and the expected distribution must be wrong. 

Chi-square Algorithm: 

 

 

Where, 

O= observed value  

E=Executed value  

i= i is the i-th position in the category 

c= degrees at freedom. 

 

ii. Algorithm 2: Naive Bayes 

 

Step 1: we have categorized the probability of attributes 

favouring to domains. 

Step 2: probability of attribute present in the review (p>0.5) 

and for absent(p<0.5). 

Step 3: Create a dataset for all attributes. For instance, 

attributes like, tax, sandwich etc. 

Step 4: From the dataset we have obtained the frequency 

table for each attribute. 

Step 5: For each frequency table we find the likelihood for 

each cases. 

Step 6: Now, apply Naive Bayesian formula to calculate the 

posterior probability for each class. The class with the 

highest posterior probability is the outcome of prediction. 

                      

                    
 

Where,  

B = (B1, B2, …………………, Bn) 

B = (Tax, Sandwich………………) 

A = Yes / No  

Here, „Yes‟ represent that attribute is present in domains 

namely: restaurant, finance, ecommerce, shopping, financial, 

health and medical, others; (only one domain). 

And „No‟ represent that attribute is present in other domain. 

Classification results also holds the information about actual 

and predicted classification that are follow as: 

1)True positive: if the outcome of prediction value is p and 

the actual value is also p then it is known as true positive 

(Tp). 

2)False Positive: if the actual value is n then it is known as 

false positive (Fp). 

https://brilliant.org/wiki/confidence-level/
https://brilliant.org/wiki/null-hypothesis/?wiki_title=null%20hypothesis
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3)Precision: Precision is a ratio of exactness and quality. 

Precision = tp / (tp+fp) 

4)Recall: It is a measure of completeness and quality. 

Recall = tp/ (tp / fn) 

5) F-measure: it combines the precision and recall which is 

the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

F-measure = 2*Tp / (2*Tp)+Fp+Fn. 

 

iii.Algorithm 3: Apriori Algorithm 

Step 1: Generate a candidate set or candidate table .In this 

step, we enlist all the items which is in frequent itemset and 

minimum support is .2%. 

Step 2: Find the support count of item in frequent item set. 

In this step, first iteration is completed. This is the 1
st
 item-

set. 

Step 3: Find attributes which follow the minimum support 

and Generate the set or table  which satisfies the minimum 

support criteria. 

Step 4: Generate another candidate set : In this step, we 

need to find support count for these attributes together. In 

this step, second iteration is completed. This is the 2st item-

set. 

Step 5: Generate the set : In this step, set  contains only 

those items set which have support value 2 and greater than 

2. From previous set, all the elements which is less than 

support count is eliminated and rest of the items are to be 

returned. And  table is generated after satisfying the 

minimum criteria. 

Step 6: Generate the next candidate set: : In this step, we 

create 3 frequent itemsets. In this step we check the 

Combinations of items in frequent item-set. Third iteration is 

completed. This is the 3
rd

 item-set. 

Step 7: Now, apply the Apriori priority which says that if the 

itemset is frequent it means it sub-itemset is also frequent. 
This states that these itemsets are only frequent if the subset 

of these items is already there in . 

Step 8: Generate the set  which contains item set of  

table. 

Step 9: Generate the candidate set called . In this step, we 

have to check the combination if the combination is not 

containing in set . Then from  item-set these 3 item-set 

have been found. 

Step 10: Now, find out association rules from these frequent 

item set. In order to find the associations, the concept of 

confidence is come into picture. First generate the types of 

association rules from these frequent itemset. The association 

rule may be a combination of these frequent itemsets. 

Generate the rules for  set as  set contains all rules that 

present in frequent item set. 

Step 11: Reverse all rules. 

Step 12: if confidence is 75% some strong rules are selected 

whose value is 100% or greater than 75%. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 
Fig 2: Login Page 

 

 
Fig 3: Read Dataset Page 

 

 
Fig 4: Clustering Page 

 

 
Fig 5: Preprocessing page 
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Fig 6: Train file using chi-square 

 

 
Fig 7: Test file using chi-square 

 

 
Fig: 8 Classification Result 

 

 

Table 1: Classification Result 

 
 

 
Fig 9: Big Dataset page 

 

 
Fig 10: Results of Rule Mining page-1 

 

 
Fig 11: Results of Rule Mining page-2 
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Fig 12: Results of Rule Mining page-3 

 

 
Fig 13: Results of Rule Mining page-4 

 

Table 2: Rule Mining Results  

 
 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We concluded the definition of competitiveness which is 

applicable for domains, overcoming limitations of earlier 

issues. To enhance such business or giving proper competitor 

to the business to the client require the help of web mining 

systems. The competitor mining is one such an approach to 

investigate competitors for the preferred items. We presented 

the definition of competitiveness between two items and 

identifying the top-k competitors from large unstructured 

datasets. The efficiency of our model was tested via an 

experimental evaluation on real datasets from different 

domains. At last, the Naïve Bayes and Apriori yielded 

slightest calculation time when competing at others. Our 

experimental result is only on the basis of feature extraction 

outcomes. The results for finding competitiveness of the two 

item, feature extraction procedure is used. Subsequently, this 

development also works with more accuracy for efficient 

results.  

This strategy is also used to apply in different workspace like 

market sector, business organization. It can also be 

developed into an android application. Additionally, this 

strategy is also compatible with KNN approach for 

comparing competitiveness between multiple domains with 

computation time. 
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